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ii. Introduction

This press kit is a resource for media or individuals
interested in the latest information about Warriors at Ease
(WAE). Combined in all pieces, you will find details about
your mission, history, programs and services.
For more information about Warriors at Ease, view and
download the contents of our Press Kit. For any additional
questions, please reach out to info@warriorsatease.org.
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1. Our Mission

The Warriors at Ease mission is to increase awareness
about the power of yoga and meditation and educate a
network of professionals qualified to share evidencedbased practices through programs that support the health
and healing of service members, veterans and their
families.
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2. Our Vision

The Warriors at Ease vision is to integrate yoga and
meditation into military and civilian settings to support the
health, resiliency, post-traumatic growth, and connection
of service members, veterans and their families.
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3. Our History
Robin Carnes, Molly Birkholm, Karen Soltes, and Colonel
(retired) Patricia Lillis, MD founded Warriors at Ease (WAE)
in 2009 with the mission to bring the healing power of yoga
and meditation to military communities around the world,
especially those affected by combat stress, trauma and
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Our co-founders
developed programs and curriculum based on their
extensive experience as yoga and meditation teachers in
military settings.
Our curriculum, which we use to train WAE teachers
around the globe, is based on solid research, including
early studies that involved our co-founders. In 2006, Robin
Carnes was the primary instructor for the first Department
of Defense funded study on meditation for PTSD
symptoms, and subsequently served on the clinical team
of an acute PTSD and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI)
treatment program at Walter Reed National Military
Medical Center. Molly Birkholm and Karen Soltes taught
the first yoga and meditation classes in VA systems in
Miami and Washington, DC respectively, and served as
Principal Investigators in clinical studies of yoga and
meditation for combat-related conditions.
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3. Our History
Colonel Lillis brought 32 years of experience as an Army
physician, including time she spent in command of two
military hospitals in Iraq, and incorporated wisdom gained
both on and off the battlefield. Building upon the strong
foundation established by these four pioneering
colleagues, Warriors at Ease continues to develop
curriculum and build programs with the support of leading
experts in the fields of yoga, meditation and integrative
health.
We remain fully committed to providing advanced training
to yoga and meditation teachers so they can safely and
effectively support the health, resiliency and posttraumatic growth of service members, veterans and their
families. We have also evolved to offering increased
outreach (classes, workshops and retreats) in key locations
where there are large populations of military as well as in
areas where veterans may be under-served. Our newest
initiative, Train, Teach and Transform is how we are
bridging training and outreach and directly impacting
warriors and their families. Additionally, through
partnerships with organizations and health professionals,
our world-class curriculum is been used to serve other
populations that endure high stress or trauma such as first
responders, vulnerable youth, survivors of sexual abuse
and beyond.
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4. Our Approach
WAE’s approach to yoga and meditation rests on three
pillars including:
Trauma and combat injury sensitive practices.
Through our training, WAE teachers learn a basic
understanding of the human nervous system and how it is
impacted by stress, trauma, and combat injuries.
A military culture informed approach.
WAE teachers learn about military culture and values so
they can offer the practices in a way that minimizes cultural
barriers and increases the relevance and accessibility of
the practices.
Evidence-based practices.
WAE teachers are trained to share physical movements,
breath, and meditation practices that, according to solid
research, help regulate the nervous system.
As of 2017, Warriors at Ease has trained a growing network
750+ teachers who serve the active duty military and
veteran communities in the United States, Europe, Canada,
Japan, Australia, and throughout the Middle East.
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5. Media Fact Sheet
Mission
To increase awareness about the power
of yoga and meditation and educate a
network of professionals qualified to share
evidenced-based practices through
programs that support the health and
healing of service members, veterans and
their families.
Headquarters
Silver Spring, Maryland serves as the
Warriors at Ease (WAE) headquarters. Our
address is:
8400 Cedar Street
Silver Spring, MD 20910
1 (512) 516-5031
History
Robin Carnes, Molly Birkholm, Karen
Soltes, and Colonel (retired) Patricia Lillis,
MD founded Warriors at Ease (WAE) in
2009 with the mission to bring the healing
power of yoga and meditation to military
communities around the world, especially
those affected by combat stress, trauma
and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD). Our co-founders developed
programs and curriculum based on their
extensive experience as yoga and
meditation teachers in military settings.
Financials
WAE is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.
Federal Tax ID #45-4010067

Vision
To integrate yoga and meditation into
military and civilian settings to support the
health, resiliency, post-traumatic growth,
and connection of service members,
veterans and their families.

Established
Warriors at Ease was founded in 2009 and
became a non-profit organization in 2011.
Learn More
www.warriorsatease.org
Social Media
Facebook - @WarriorsAtEase
Twitter - @WarriorsAtEase
Instagram - @WarriorsAtEase
LinkedIn - /company/warriors-at-ease
Teacher Network
As of 2017, Warriors at Ease has trained a
growing network 750+ teachers who serve
the active duty military and veteran
communities in the United States, Europe,
Canada, Japan, Australia and throughout
the Middle East.
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5. Media Fact Sheet
Programs
Warriors at Ease programs are specifically structured to promote the health, resiliency and
post-traumatic growth of warriors at their families and to educate a network of instructors
to provide evidence-based practices to military communities around the world.

Teacher Training
Warriors at Ease (WAE) trains and certifies yoga and meditation teachers to support the wellbeing of service members, veterans, and their families throughout the world. Our training
program is recognized by Yoga Alliance and counts as Continuing Education Units (CEUs) for
registered yoga teachers.
Train, Teach & Transform
This program is made possible through strategic partners such as the Bob Woodruff
Foundation (BWF), which is dedicated to ensuring long-lasting positive outcomes for our
nation’s wounded, ill, and injured service members, veterans, and their families.Train,
Teach & Transform is a two-fold initiative that involves 1) scholarships for training and
2) outreach programs in key regions. Train to Teach scholarships provide service
members, injured veterans, and military spouses an opportunity to become Warriors at
Ease teachers so they can support other members of the military and veteran
community using our evidenced-based, trauma-sensitive approach to yoga and
meditation. Teach to Transform outreach programs involve free yoga and meditation
classes in key regions across the U.S.
Veterans at Ease
In partnership with Manhattan College in New York and the Sivananda Ashram, we’ve
developed a program to support veteran-students called Veterans at Ease. This program
was designed to specifically address the concerns of veterans returning to school as well as
the issues common to all university students.
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6. Our Impact
Our growing global network of teachers impacts an estimated 16,000
service members, veterans, and family members by sharing yoga and
meditation in a variety of settings:

Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) hospitals, outpatient clinics, and
Vet Centers
Hospitals, clinics, and fitness centers on military installations
Programs for the active and reserve components (unit physical
fitness, suicide prevention efforts, family resiliency, support for sexual
assault survivors, etc.)
In partnership with civilian healthcare providers serving the warrior
community
Retreats for service members, veterans, family members, and
caretakers
In collaboration with other Veteran Service Organizations such as
Team Red, White and Blue, The Wounded Warrior Project, and The
Mission Continues
Local yoga studios and community centers

We remain dedicated to making yoga and meditation relevant,
accessible and effective for warriors and their families by continuing
to provide world-class yoga teacher training and expanding mindbody programs in the military and veteran communities.
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7. Logo Use

When it comes to affiliating oneself with our brand, we
encourage our Warriors at Ease-trained teachers or other
interested parties to use the WAE logos in their marketing
materials, on their websites and in any other mediums
where they promote WAE.
That being said, Warriors at Ease logos and other
marketing materials may not be used as the primary logo
or landing page for an individual teacher, studio or
organization. Under no circumstances should a teacher,
studio or organization use WAE branding materials in a
way that would lead users into thinking they're accessing
the WAE website or other resources.
If you have any questions about use of branding materials,
please reach out to use at info@warriorsatease.org
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8. Communication Best Practices
1) Endorsements
While Warriors at Ease does work collaboratively with the
Department of Defense (DoD) and the Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA), it is against government regulations for these
departments to formally endorse our organization. WAE cannot
explicitly state, nor can it appear as if, the organization has received
any type of DoD or VA endorsement. WAE can never state that
these organizations are “partners” or “supporters.”
2) Pictures of service members in uniform
The use of pictures of uniformed service members is highly
sensitive. As representatives of DoD, service members may not
endorse a non-profit organization or private entity while in uniform.
The pictures on our Warriors at Ease website and social media
outlets have been approved by DoD Public Affairs and legal
representatives, and they are used along with written testimony for
the purpose of raising awareness about yoga and meditation.
Pictures of uniformed service members may not be used to
explicitly market a Warriors at Ease affiliate program, a teacher
training, or any other event without expressed written permission
from Warriors at Ease. Upon receiving written permission to use
such pictures, please note that pictures of uniformed service
members, including the addition or deletion of logos on pictures,
may not be altered in any way.
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8. Communication Best Practices
3) Show impact
The posts on WAE's website, social media networks, email
communications and any other form of communication should be
predominantly focused on the impact WAE is making in the military
community, including:
- How WAE supports service members, veterans and their families
- How yoga and meditation have an impact on individuals in
military and veteran communities
4) Be positive as much as possible
Articles or videos that are damning to the DoD, VA, or associated
entities do not serve WAE and our mission. WAE can and should
share fact-related information about suicide, MST, PTSD, war etc.
We must keep in mind and respect the fact that, generally
speaking, the DoD and VA are working hard to understand the
problems and better address the needs of service members,
veterans and their families. WAE has the opportunity to be a
valuable resource and work collaboratively with both DoD and VA,
so our communications should reflect our desire to be of service to
these organizations and others who serve military/veterans.
5) Stay neutral on religion
For many people, this is already a barrier to the practice. The
military community is largely Christian and can find articles or
pictures that reflect Buddhist, Hindu or other practices very
concerning. If an article, picture or post is about how
yoga/meditation can support an individual regardless of religion or
beliefs, that is acceptable content to share.
6) Stay neutral on politics
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8. Communication Best Practices
7) Share facts
Warriors at Ease curriculum and programs are based on scientific
research and the collective experience of our co-founders and
senior faculty who’ve all been working in the field for over a
decade. We cannot make claims to cure health conditions any
more than we can claim to end war. To uphold our brand, share
facts that can be linked to evidence-based articles and relevant
research that are from (or cited from) respectable sources.
8) Share people-oriented stories by permission
Members of the media as well as WAE teachers, affiliates, and
supporters may use the pictures, stories and testimonies located
on our website and social media outlets as we’ve received written
permission from these individuals to use content in this way.
Remember, pictures of uniformed service personnel may not be
used for anything other than raising awareness about the power
of yoga and meditation without the expressed written
permission of Warriors at Ease. WAE requires individuals to sign a
written release form prior publishing content, and we ask that all
WAE-affiliated personnel who are wanting to share pictures from
their regional classes or programs do the same and submit the
forms to us at info@warriorsatease.org prior to sharing content that
is related to our organization.
9) Do not share anything/tag anyone from an organization that
is polarized politically or religiously
Our teachers can be very vocal on social media and there is
nothing wrong with that, but we should not point towards anyone
who is on a rant about something. Likewise, we should steer clear
from organizations sharing content that can be perceived as
divisive.
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8. Communication Best Practices
10) WAE Competitors
Some of our competitor organizations include:
Connected Warriors, Veterans Yoga Project, Yoga Warriors and
Give Back Yoga Foundation, and Mindful Yoga Therapy
It is appropriate to share content or event pictures from these
organizations, when and if we are collaborating with them, whether
that's on a special project, event or via a post that is designed to
raise overall awareness about yoga and meditation in military/
veteran communities. From our perspective, we see ourselves and
distinct and unique from these organizations, but that is not always
the case from external eyes and potential donors. Our
communications and public relations efforts are focused on
strengthening our brand which is important for our teachers,
students, as well as our generous donors who deserve to have a
clear picture of who and what they are supporting.
Any images we use that have a connection to or originate with
another organization, particularly a competitor, should not be used
for our fundraising or marketing purposes. If and when such
pictures are used, they should ONLY be used in a post that is about
raising awareness (not fundraising or selling product or training),
and the images should be credited to the photographer (if known)
and/or the organization.
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8. Communication Best Practices
11) Other Veteran Service Organizations (VSO)
Many of our Warriors at Ease teachers/faculty teach in different
VSOs or at events hosted by them such as Wounded Warrior
Project, Team Red, White and Blue (Team RWB), Wear Blue Run to
Remember, The Mission Continues, etc. We are officially
connected to The Mission Continues and are a host for their
fellowship program. We also have some more formal connections
with Team RWB through our teachers who serve as coordinators
for their yoga and/or athletic programs.
Tagging other VSOs in social media when we’ve supported an
event or special project is appropriate and encouraged. These
organizations require a Memorandum of Agreement from us
before using their logo on our website or in video productions.
Such actions have been taken for the Yoga International and
Robert Sturman projects. When in doubt, ask other VSO for
permission to co-brand.
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9.Testimonials

- I used yoga and meditation while
deployed to a Forward Operating
Base in Afghanistan in 2013. I
meditated and practiced yoga daily
to combat my anxiety and insomnia.
My experience inspired me to
become a yoga teacher.
Robin Cushing
- Physician Assistant & WAE Teacher

- I have a daily yoga and meditation
practice that has served me both at
home and in a combat environment.
Mind-body practices have helped me
to fully embrace the warrior I have
become through my combat
experiences and decades of service
to our nation.
James Alden
- Retired Army Special Forces & WAE
Student
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9.Testimonials
Teachers
- The Warriors at Ease MST training for teachers is the
single most applicable and professionally significant class I
can recall in many, many years.
Bill Beverley-Blanco, M.Ed, CPS
Lieutenant Colonel, USA (Retired)
404-542-0989
- WAE Teacher training has helped me to heal personally
from visible and invisible wounds of my military service
and has given me a renewed sense of purpose. I am
able to give back to the community I know and love as a
Certified Warriors at Ease Teacher.
Joan Benitez
Post 9-11 Veteran
- WAE Training has provided me the knowledge and
confidence to walk into any military community and
provide yoga and meditation to ANY military member. I
love this work and WAE has empowered me to bring it to
service members and their families across the world.
Alexis Miller
Air Force Spouse
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9.Testimonials
From Students of WAE Teachers
- My spouse and I had never tried yoga before and had
never considered it as something that could bring peace
and positivity to our daily lives. After a single class, we
were shocked by the healing powers that this practice
bestows.
- Yoga has given me the tools to deal with stressful
situations as they arise, have more restful sleep, and feel
an overall strength in mind and body.
- I’ve had multiple back surgeries, and I’m currently in
intense rehab. I am grateful for Warriors at Ease yoga. The
stretches and deep breathing really help me, and the Yoga
Nidra we do at the end of class helps me relax and
destress.
- I am a SEAL and have done 'regular' physical yoga in a
studio near base before. I was able to attend a yoga class
as part of a PTSD program at the VA. This Warriors at Ease
yoga class was different and suited me better than other
types of yoga. This class helped me navigate some
difficult stuff as I was going through therapy.
- Thank you Warriors at Ease. Yoga saved my life.
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